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THE INITIATION OF BRITTLE FRACTURE BY WEDGE PENETRATION 

1.  Crack starting atre3s and crack driving stress. 

There is a fundamental difference betwoen the fracture of a 

completely brittle material such as glass and the brittle (cleavage) 

fracture of normally ductile low carbon steels. According to the 

available experience, the former process is fully governed by the 

•jrllTitii crack propagation condition   ' which, in the simple caee n J ^jr* j A. i. 

of a large plate under a uniaxial  tension stress  <T ,   containing a 

relatively  short edge crack of length c,  has the form 

«ff (i) 

where E is Yovng's modulus and a the specific surface energy of 

the surface of fracture.  The crack starts to propagate when the 

(mean) tensile stress in the plate reaches the value of the prop- 

agating ("driving") stress given by eq. (l).  If, in the course of 

its propagation, the mean stress rises above the value given by the 

Griffith equation, the crack accelerates; in the opposite case, it 

(3) decelerates.  It can be shown'  that eq. (l) represents a necessary 

and sufficient condition of crack propagation in a fully brittle 

material. 

In the brittle fracture of low carbon steels,  two additional 

(4) factors are  of fundamental  importance.     X-rny photographs  show 

that a thin layer underneath the surface  of fracture  is plastically 

distorted;   the effective  thickness of this layer seems to be of the 

—' 1 -~ - MOT mm —in •MftrawVIWMM 
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order of 1/100 in., and the plnstic work p per unit of its area is 

6      2 
roughly 2.10 erg/cm under normal conditions.  For this reason, 

the work noeded for extending the surfnee of the crack vnlls by 

unit area is no longer a hut fl + p; since surface energy of the 

common metals is of the order of 10 erg/cm , a    is negligible 

beside p, and the Griffith condition of crack propagation has \.o 

(5) 
be replaced by the equation suggested by the writer 

a  ** -pp (2) 

The second prominent feature of cleavage fracture in ductile 

steels is that even the modified crack propagation condition (?.) 

is no longer a sufficient, but merely a necessary condition of 

brittle fracture.  This can be recognized in the following way.  It 

can be shownv  that, for a fully brittle material, the Griffith 

equation (l) expresses the condition that the applied tensile stress, 

multiplied by the stress concentration factor of the crack, reaches 

the value of the molecular cohesion ("theoretical strength") of the 

material.  In other words, when the mean tensile stress in the plate 

reaches the value given by eq. (1), the local tensile stress at the 

tip of the crack attains the maximum value that can be withstood 

by the intormolecular forces, and then the crack must start to prop- 

agate:  eq. (1), therefore, is a sufficient condition of fracture 

in a uniformly stressed plate.  With a ductile material like steel, 

this is no longer so. The local tensile stress at the tip of the 

crack can never reach the value of the molecular cohesion:  long 

before even one per cent of this value would arise, plastic yielding 

mmm<m 
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occurs and redistributes the stress in the surroundings af the 

crack. On tbs other hand, cleavage fssctwre also iwcaxs at a 

tensile stress far fee!o*r the molecular cohesion, because, besides 

the large crack or notch froa which brittle fracture starts, the 

ranterial contains a Multitude of Microscopic or suhaicroscapic 

cracks which reduca its tensile strength to the law value of the 

"brittle stre!3gth" or "cleavage strength" which caa be censured 

directly at lev temperatures 3a speciaens containing no visible 

cracv or na&ch. Whether plastic yielding or cleavage fracture takes 

place first at the tip of the cracx or notch depends on the relative 

Magnitudes of the critical stresses for these two pro-cesses. The 

ordinary tensile test at roon teeperaturs snows that the yield stress 

of low carbon steels in unlaxial tension is lower than their cleavage 

strength, because yielding tout n© brittle fracture is observed in 

': the test.  If, nevertheless, cleavage fracture sscy occur at the tip 

I of a crack or a notch-   this is due to two facto.-; acting siiraltaneously 

or individually: 

f First, after a slight plastic deforasation has  taken place at 

the tip of the crack,  plastic constraint develops:     the deforaed 

regies*,   ucluig Burrounded with aiaterial under lower stress,   requires 

a higher tensile stress  to evercoas both its own resistance to plastic 

deforsatlon,  and the constraining influence of   its  purroradimgs.     In 

i 

\ 

\ I 

I this way, a trlaxiai  state of tension arises, arai the  highest prls— 
i 
e- cipal tensile stress asay rise up to about 7,  tines the value of the 

(4)(2) yield stress T in uniexial tension   ' .  Consequently, if tha 

cleavage strength B, though higher than I", is lower thaa about tfi. 
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cleavage fracture can follow the  local plastic deformation as the 

trinxinlity of tension duo to plastic constraint develops. 

Second, it is known that the yield stress of  low carbon steels 

(6) 
increases exceptionally rapidly with the rate of deformation 

(?) 
(as also with decreasing temperature  ).  The cleavage strength 

does not show this high velocity-dependanca; consequently, at very 

high rates of deformation the yield stress may rise above the cleavage 

strength, and then brittle fracture oefcurs without any preceding 

development of plastic constraint.  This is possible only if the 

temperature is not too high (perhaps not above the lower region 

of the Charpy transition range), so that the cleavage strength is 

only moderately higher than the uniaxial yield stress; in the upper 

regions of the transition range, the velocity effect must be complemented 

by some plastic constraint. Now any plastic deformation that might 

occur around the tip of a fast running crack would have to take place 

at a very high rate: consequently, a fast-running crack may prop- 

agate as a cleavage crack without the necessity of significant plastic 

deformation occurring at its tip to produce plastic constraint. 

(s) 
Experiments show   that, for a reason that is not entirely 

understood, considerable amounts of local plastic deformation are 

needed for producing a cleavage crack at the end of a snarp notch 

or crack under static loading, so that the energy consumption for 

cleavage induced by  plastic constraint is high, Genuinely brittle 

(low-energy) cleavago fracture occurs only if the tensile stress at 

yielding is raised to the level of the cleavage strength entirely or 

mainly by the velocity effect of a fast running crack.  Since the ernnk 

> 
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cannot reach a hi^h velocity at moderate rates of loading unless the 

work of propagation is covered by elastic energy  released during 

the propagation, a necessary condition of genuinely brittle fracture 

in low carbon steel at moderate rates of loading is eq. (c);  not 

unless the tensile stress exceeds the valve given by (2) can the 

rolsnsed elastic energy both cover the work of crack formation (as 

rcprcssnted by the quantity p), and provide the kinetic energy for 

accelerating the crack. 

It should be remarked that cleavago fracture often starts in 

service under the prolonged action of a static load without any 

significant plastic deformation (apart from that in tha thin layer 

at the surface of fracture).     xne interesting possibilities for 

explaining this phenomenon will not be discussed here because the 

primary subject of the present paper is brittle crack propagation 

and initiation in certain laboratory tests in which such quasl- 

crittle crack initiation under static load has never been observed. 

It follows, then, that cleavage •*"-"-•••?-«» in-lo.% iiiiboa steels 

requires the fulfillment of two sets of conditions: 

a.  The cleavage strength B must be low enough to be reached 

by raising the uniaxial yield stress Y through plastic constraint 

and/or the velocity effect of the running crack.  If q (approx. = 3) 

is the highest plastic constraint obtainable by a crack, and v the 

ratio between the yield stress at very high rates of deformation to 

that at static testing rates, 

B < q . v . Y (3) 

is the condition for the possibility of cleavage fracture at the 

mgmmmem' i-J i mmm 
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,;ivon ter.peratuxe  if constraint and velocity effect net combined; 

and 

B<   v . T (4) 

is the condition of genuinely brittle crack propagaties. in which 

the velocity effect alone can produce cleavage fracture, without 

the necessity cf plastic deforiftions to cause constraint, 

b.  If the crack starts at Moderate rates of lending, the 

stress aust be high enough to produce plastic deformation in a 

region large enough for developing the necessary plastic constraint; 

let  IT be the value of the critical, crack— starting stress under 

given conditions. 

If the crack runs at high speed, so that the velocity effect 

is a governing factor in cleavage fracture, the condition for the 

applied stress to lee hisrh enough to keep the crack saving at high 

velocity (i.e., for providing tne votk of pi-opagation frons the re- 

leased elastic energy) is 

^ * iW «> 
where     «T, is the cracr: driving (propagating) stress- 

It   is easy to  see that,  under noraal conditions,  the crack 

starting stress East tee  higher than  the crack driving stress.     If 

it  is assiuaed tnat  the cleavage strength unes net depend nrich on  th« 

rate of loading,   the tensile stress at the tip of the crack mart be 

sore or less the sanfie  both in starting sad in ;r»rop&j^ting.     5he 

applied stresses     <r    and    «r J nec«*ss- *y for producing tne critical s 

local  stress at the tip of the crack Bust,   then,   be  inversely propor- 

1 tl«rs*l  to feha effective stress concentration factors in t" n tsfo car•: 
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At first sight, it may appear unjustified to speak of (elastic) 

stress concentration factors in cases where plastic deformation 

takes place and levels down the stress at the tip of the crack; 

(9) 
however, Neuber   has shown how the elastic stress concentration 

can be calculated in such cases, provided that the diameter of the 

plastically deformed region remains small compared with the length 

of the crack.  He demonstrated that, if plastic deformation takes 

place in a region of radius H around the tip of the crack, the 

effective elastic stress concentration factor, defined as the ratio 

of the stress in the plastic region to the applied mean stress, is 

approximately equal to the stress concentration factor of a crack 

of the same length but of tip radius R in a purely elaotic body. 

Since the elastic stress concentration factor in the latter case in 

approximately 

k = sn/y (5) 

the stress required for obtaining the VBIUB of the cleavage strength 

at the tip of the crack is approximately proportional to the square 

root of the radius of the plastic region around the tip. Now this 

radius must be about equal to ths thickness of the plastically 

listorted eurface layer as revealed by X-ray diffraction if the crack 

runs at high velocity; as mentioned at the beginning of this section, 

the effective thickness of this layer iB about 1/100 in.  If, however, 

a cleavage crack is being started, the plastic deformation at the 

tip of the initial notch or crack is so extensive under laboratory 

conditions that it can be seen with the naked eyo at some distancec 

Consequently, the radius of the plastically distorted region is some 

WWW—WWW——W—mmmmmmmmmwwmj mom 
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10 or 20 tines greater when  the e;:atk  is started than at  the  tip 

of  the running crack:  according to eq.   (5).   then,   if no otter 

factors  of  importance are present,   fetoa starting stress     <r       wst 
B 

"be roughly 3 or 4 times higher than the propagating stress.    This 

conclusion is in fair agreement, with the observation that the 

starting stress is usually quite close to the yield point which 

is of the order of 40.000 psif while the driving stress seems to bo 

between 10.000' and 15.000 psi      ^i2 . 

The essential difference between the starting stress ami the 

driving stress was the main reason why the fracture toots on wide 

plates carried out daring the last war in. connection with brittle 

fractures in welded ships were so remarkably unravealing. in these 

tests, only the starting nt-res* coold be iseesured,. and. this was 

al*.-sgrs ijtxite close to the yield stres« of the plate. The axpari- 

sients gave: no H^nt nbc^t ~.hs ^s^sg *sf brittle fractures that stunt 

have occurred at considerably lower stress levels. 

2.    Measurement of the crack propagating strea*. j 
I 

The distinction between the starting stress and the driving j 

stress can be recognized directly from the fact that the fracture 

of a Charpy or lied, specimen may be quite ductile although, at the 

sane temperature, brittle cracks can propagate in tha s&terlsl once 

they .have run into it.  This shows that the conbinatlon of so tea 

constraint and impact Telocity used in the conventional notch im- 

pact tests is not sufficient for starting the propagation of a crack 

in all conditions under which a cleavage crack can propagate in the 
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To the engineer, the driving stress is more important than 

the starting stress-. A cleavage crack can start by some accidental 

circumstance which may bo difficult So avoid (8.go, an underwater 

explosion), or in an accidentally too brittle part of the structure. 

However, thio cannot lead to catastrophic failure of the structure 

if its bulk consists of material that cannot propagate cleavags 

cracks at the service temperature. This raises the ouestion: is 

it possible to devise tests which, unlike the conventional notch- 

impact tests, include means for initiating a cleavage crack in all 

conditions under which such cracks may propagate?  Such tests could 

Ij reveal these combinations of stress, crack length, and temperature, 

at which crack propagation is possible in a given material. The 
I 

simplest way of sending, a "pre-fabdicated" crack into a plate under 

tension would be to provide one of its edges with a notched flap 

• (5) in which a cleavage crack would be initiated by tension  ; the 

4 tensile stress in the flap could reach the yield point and so it 
i 
$ could initiate a brittle crack even if the stress in the main body 

I 
s of the specimen would be quite low. 

I' The first experiments in this field have been carried out by 

I T. S. Robertson^  ''*  .  He provided the edge of the plate with 

a saw-cut and started the propagation of a cleavage crack from its 

! tip by a combination of a wedging impact and lowered temperature.  The 

wedging force was exerted in the way indicated by Fig. 1:  a blow 
±3 

§ . on the round eyelet caused plastic deformation which forced apart 

| 
£ the saw-cut inside the eyelet. As indicated in the figure, the spec- 
*• 
I 

imen Iiad a transverse temperature gradient, the side provided with 

• •• •—i 
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High 

temp 

Fig. I 

the eyelet and the notch 

being colder than the oppo- 

site side; the cleavage crack 

initiated at the notch stopped 

in its way across tho plate, 

and the temperature at the 

point of arrest could he re- 

garded as the upper limit, at 

which cleavage crack propaga- 

tion was possible under the 

conditions of the experiment. 

By repeating the exper- 

iment with different values 

of the tensile stress in the 

plate, Robertson could plot curves showing the dependence of the temper- 

(14) 
ature lisiiL upon the applied stress"  . Although some materials gave 

capricious curves, the majority behaved according to Fig. 2:  There wan 

usually a sharp temperature limit above which no stress could propagate 

a cleavage crack. Belosf this limit, the arrest temperature dropped 

very rapidly with decreasing stress; the relatiotxBhip between the 

two quantities was often a straight line, a» shown with full lines 

in Fig. 2.  Occasionally, there was a step in the line, as indicated 

with dotted lines, and sometimes the type of the curve was quite 

different from those shown in Fig. 2. Robertson verified experi- 

mentally that the temperature limits of crack propagation were the 

same in plates «f uniform temperature, so that the presence of a 

• 

•BBKWJ 
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Stress 

r' 
l 

Temperature T 

Fig. 2 

temperature gradiRut did 

not introduce errors. 

Recently similar ex- 

periments have been publiehed 

by Feeley, Hrtko, Kleppe, 

and Northup^  .  In these, 

the notch was provided with 

a continuation consisting of a 

short cleavage crack before 

the experiment; after the 

plate was put under tenr.ile stress, a wedge was driven into the notch 

by the impact of a bulie'"..  It was found that the lover limit of the 

tensile stress below whic.i no fracture occurred was remarkably inde- 

pendent of the length of the initial crack (including the notch) 

within a certain temperature interval inside the transition range; 

above and below this interval, the minimum fracture stress increased 

with increasing temperature.  It should be added however, that the 

crack lengths varied only between 3/4 in. and 2-1/2 in.  In addition, 

the energy of the wedge impact did not influence the minimum fracture 

stress if the kinetic energy of the bullet was above 100 ft-lb; 

below this value the fracture stress increased with decreasing impact 

energy.  Finally, the minimum fracture stress did not depend on the 

temperature iii the interval just mentioned within the transition 

range; outside this interval, it increased with the temperature. 

3. The meaning of the Robertson curves. 

As mentioned in connection with Fig. 2, the <r- T curves obtained 

;~n ii'ito* 
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by Robertson usually consisted of two different parts:  a vertical, 

or nearly vertical one, and another which was slightly sloping 

against the horizontal.  The probable interpretation of the vertical 

portion is that it represents the temperature limit above which the 

velocity effect (aided by the slight triaxiality of tension present 

around the tip of the running crack) is unable to raiiae the yield 

tension to the level of the cleavage strength.  The moaning of the 

sloping part of the curve is less simple; the following interpre- 

tation seems to be fairly plausible. 

Below the temperature limit given by the vertical part of the 

curve the propagation of the crack ought to be governed by a condi- 

tion of the type of eq. (2).  With increasing crack length c, the 

applied (mean) tensile stress required for propagation decreases if 

the plastic surface work p remains constant.  In Robertsor's ex- 

periment-- p was not constant:  since the temperature increased in 

the direction of crack propagation, the value of p must also have 

increased as the crack ran into regions of increasing temperature. 
if 

However, this ell ret could hardly overoompensate the rapid increase 

of c:  almost certainly the stress reauired for further propagation 

raust have dropped in the course of the propagation.  If the crack 

nevertheless  stopped before it arrived at the teiunerature limit 

i of cleavage propagation, this could hardly have been due to anything 

but the sharp drop of load that accompanies the propagation of a 

crack if the testing machine cannot follow the elongation of the 

specimen.  In experiments of Felbeck and the present writer it was 

often found that the crack stopped halfway through the plate (which 
• 

vas of uniform temperature) owing to load relaxation in the tenting 

E 

f 
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Stress 

Crack   length    c 

Fig.    3 

5 

1 

! 

* 
i 

(8) 
machine  . What must have happened in Sobertson's experiments is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.  K is the curve representing the crack 

driving stress as a function of the crack length c, according to 

eq. (2); at a lower temperature the magnitude of p must be lower, 

and the corresponding curve L must lie below H.  If L refers to the 

temperature at the cold side, and H to that at the hot side of the 

Robertson specimen, the actual curve of the driving stress will be 

given by the dashed transition curve between L and H.  The drop of 

the mean tensile stress due to load relaxation is reprasented 

schematically by the curves 1 and 2, the former referring to a 

higher and the latter to a lower value cf the initial stress.  In 

drawing these curveB it was assumed that the load drop overcompen- 

sates the decrease of the load carrying area during crack propagation; 

vmm mm •mm 
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this is to be expected for the hydraulic loading device used by 

.,  .   (14) 
Robertson 

Up to the point A of curve 1, or point B of curve 2, there 

can be no crack propagation unlesa the applied stress As comple- 

mented by the wedging impact upon the eyelet. From A to C, and 

from 3 to D, the crack propagates with acceleration since the 

applied mean stress sxcaeds that demanded by the crack propagation 

condition; at C or D, the crack decelerates and later stops. Kith 

a higher initial stress (curve 1) the final length of the crack is 

obviously greater than with a lower stress (curve ?;); since, hew- 

ever, longer cracks end at points of higher temperature in the 

Robertson experiment, the temperatures of arrest in the region be- 

low the critical temperature limit muBt increase with the initial 

stresB.  If this interpretation is substantially correct, the 

gently sloping part of the Robertson curves may reflect the be- 

havior of the testing; equipment rather than significant properties 

of brittle fracture. 

4.  The experiments of Feeley, Hrtko, Kleppe, and Northup. 

One of the remarkable features of these experiments is the 

observed independence of the minimum fracturs stress from the 

initial crack length, the impact energy, and the temperature, in 

considerable ranges of these variables.  It is an important question 

whether this independence is a fundamental property of brittle 

fracture or n more or less accidental consequence of tne experi- 

mental conditions:  in the first case, the observed minimum fracture 
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strocs (10,000 psi) could bo the basis of a design stress the unc 

of which would safeguard the structure against the possibility 

of brittle fracture. 

However attractive this may seem to the designing engineer, 

a simple consideration shows that it could hardly be reconciled 

with elementary facts of solid mechanics. A crack propagates when 

local fracture occurs at its tip:  this cannot depend on anything 
I 

but the local stresses and strains.  Tnese, however, are by no 

• 

means determined by the mean tensile stress in the plate alone: 

the length of the crack is equally important.  It determines the 

elastic stress concentration factor by which the applied stress has 

to be multiplied in order to obtain the local stress at the crack. 

If the stress is BO high that the entire plate is yielding, there 

is, of course, no elastic stress concentration and the stress at 

the crack tip is determined by the plastic constraint factor which 

j does not depend much on the length of the crack.  However, in the 

experiments considered the tensile stress was between l/4 and 1/3 

I 
of the yield etrese, so that the entire plato must have been 

purely elastic with the exception of B small plastic region at trie 
£ 

r 
tip of the crack. Under such circumstances, Nouber's theorem; 

i 
as outlined in Section 1, can be applied; in connection with the 

elastic stress concentration factor eq. (3), it leads to the 

conclusion that the applied stress at which the amount of plastic 
; 

yielding needed for developing the plnstic constraint takes place 

I  • . 
• must be approximately inversely proportional to the length of the 
f 

initial crack. 
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This argutr.snt seems so inevit.ible that it probably rules out 

the possibility of a crack propagating stress being fuudtunentally 

independent of the length of the crack.  The question is, then: 

What is the cause of the independence of the minimum fracture 

stress as observed by Feeley, Hrtko, Kleppe, and Northup, from 

the crack length, the impact energy, and the temperature in certain 

ranges of these variables? 

To begin with, it is by no means Certain or even probable that 

the minimum fracture stress observed by Feeley and his associates is 

a crack propagating stress.  In Robertson1s experiments there is no 

doubt that a moving crack has been created by the impact upon the 

cooled notched eyelet, and that the failure of the experiments «o 

give information about the magnitude of the driving stress is due 

merely to the fact that the applied load cannot be measured reliably 

when the crack starts to run.  In the experiments of Feeley and his 

associates, on the other hand, no crack propagation can bo observed 

unless complete fracture occurs.  This suggests strongly the possibil- 

ity that, for some reason, the wedge-impact method of starting the 

crack propagation may not be as effective as the eyelet-impact method, 

so that the stress that has to be applied for starting the crack 

under wedge impact is higher than tne stress required for propagating 

it on<:e it has been started.  In other words, the fact that the crack 

does not move unless it runs through the plate suggests that ths 

minimum fracture stress observed Is a eracK starting stress, not a 

driving stress. A detailed analysis given in Section 6 supports 

this possibility. Before dealing witn it, howsver, a relatively 
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trivial possibility of explaining the independence of the driving 

stress from the crack length in a limited range of crack lengths 

should be discussed. 

5.  Influence of the finite specimen size. 

If the plate is very wide compared with the length of the crack, 

the elastic stress concentration factor is given approximately by eq. 

(3):  it is proportional to the square root of the length of the crack. 

Fig. 4 3hows the opposite limiting case of a plate containing two symme- 

trical edge cracks so deep that the remaining width of the plate between 

their tips is small compared with the radius of curvature of the tips. 

In this case, the stress concentration is small if (as usual) the 

nominal stress is referred to the remaining cross section between the 

cracks, and it converges to 1 as the distance between the crack tips 

becomes vanishingly small compared with the tip radius which is con- 

sidered t,o be constant (this corresponds to the fact that the tip radius 

of an. atomically sharp crack is of the order of the interatomic spacings 

and does not change with the length of the crack ).0 Figure 5, after 

(9) 
Neuber  , shows the curve 1 representing the dependence of the stress con- 

centration factor of a relatively shallow creek upon the crack length, 

and the curve 2 giving the same dependence for a deep crack (i.e., 

a crack the length of which approaches half of the width of the plate 

and which faces another crack situated symmetrically at the opposite 

edge of the plate).  The complete dependence of the stress concentra- 

tion factor upon the depth of the crack must be given by a curva 

(fully drawn) which converges at the two limiting points towards the 

asymptotic curves; it must have a maximum at an intermediate point, 

IWPWaMBi 
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Fig.    4 

Position of  crock   tip 

Fig. 5 
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and the Cepandence of tlie  strain c^Tcer-trcti •..". factor vpias t&s  sr&ek 

length gust  be snail   in the region around  the nax linen.    According to 

Seaber* s calculations,  tie aaxlnaa occur?;  in a syanetrieally notched 

plate as used in the experinents of Feeley,   Rrtkoa  Kleppe, and Sarthup 

vhen the depth of the crack is about 1/6 of the full width of the plat«, 

In the experiments,  Vas crack    length. Taried hstvsen 3/4 in. and 2 in., 

and the plate widths used were 6 in., 10 in., and IS in.;  thus,  the ratio 

of the crack length to the plats width •••ari-sd between about i/20 and 1/3. 

The cases investigated must have been,   therefore,  Just around the  top 

of the fully drawn tmrra  in Fig.  5 where  ;he influence of the crack. 

length upon the driving stress is ?crj' saall.     It  sees3 nevertheless 

that the effect of the crack length ought to have ieen noticeable  if 

the finite width of the plate had been the only cause of the insensi— 

tivi^r of the fracture stress to the crack length. 

The effect of the finite width has been discussed in greater da— 

(15) tall on a somewhat different basis hj   Professor M. GensaemT      ";  nis 

final conclusions agree,  on the whole, with the present ones*. 

Since  the effect of  the finite width is unlikely  to explain fully 

the observations,  in what follows a staple general analysis of the condi- 

tion of brittle crack propagation under the combined  influence  of a 

tensile stress- and a wedge pressed into a crack will  be given. 

5.     'Crack Propaggtijgi under tension coabined with wedge Tenet ration. 

As a preparation for the discussion of the experiments of Feeley 

and his associates,  the Griffith theory of crack propagation in a 

fully brittle plate  should be extended  to tlie case of a plate being 

linaeir temeioa while at  the sane tlae a wedge   is being forced into 

M* 
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a sharp ed£H rrarlr nf  length C 

(Fig. 6). 

The forea exerted by the 

wedge -upon the *alls of the crack 

baa both vertical and horizontal 

ccspoaenis.    Hovsver,  the .hori- 

zontal (transverse) ones are off 

-leer influence;  In what fallows, 

they will 'be disregarded-    let F 

be the vertical wedge fcrce per 

unit thickness off the plate; 

according to the experimental 

conditions,  it may fee concentrated 

in snail areas nf the crack walls adjacent to the edge off the plats, 

or distributed in some manner over the walla.     In the experiments of 

Peel«v 9.i^l e?sw?i«*_-B.   the vedgs force va-s distributed over eiFeas 

that must have been rcug&ly 1/8 to 1/4 of the area off a crack wall; 

this ass s eenseqaence off the plastic ssueeaing off the crack walls 

by the wedge.    For the following consideration,   it will he assumed 

that the vertical wedge force ie distributed tamlrormiy over the 

crack walla;   iff it Is not, a correction factor f of order unity can 

be applied eo that the effects of the wedge force F are equivalent 

to tnoie of a uniformly distributed force f . F.    Such a uniformly 

distributed force amounts tc a nsnif ;n pressure ffF/c acting up-ca 

the crack walls. 

This pressure can be removed by immersing the entire plate into 

a liquid under the hydrostatic tension ffF/e.    The superposition of 
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a hydrostatic tension would make no difference if the plastic be- 

havior of the plate were to be investigated; in the present case, 

however, it produces an additional tensile stress fF/c in every 

surface element at every point of the plate.  This can be deducted 

ultimately; in addition, it is easily seen that its ef-fect '•-  assail 

if the stress concentration factor of the crack is large compared 

with 1.  With the hydrostatic tension superposed, all sides of the 

plate' are erposod to an additional tennile stress fP/c. The stresses 

acting on the faces and the side edges of the plate cannot have 

much influence on the propagation of the crack; consequently, the 

main effect of the superposed tension (in addition to removing the 

wsige force from the crack walls) is to create an additional tensile 

stress fF/c perpendicular to the crack, superpouod to the tensile 

c-tress applied to the plate in addition to the wedge force.  The 

added stress fF/c increases the tensile stress at the tip of the 

crack by q . fF/c, where q is the stress concentration factor of the 

crack.  If it is considerably larger than unity, the superposed, hydro- 

static tension fF/c is small compared with the additional tensile 

stress it creates at the tip of the crack, so that the final de- 

duction of fF/c can be omitted.  This will be done in the present 

case.  Since, for the stoel plates in the experiments discussed, 

fracture occurred under tensile stresses as low as l/4 of the yield 

stress and probably 10 or 15 times less thun the cleavage strength, 

tha effective stress concentration factor of the crack must be of 

Lhe order 10 or 15, and so the omission of the superposed hydrostatic 

pressure causes an  error less than 10 per cent. 

mm 
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Fig.    7 

The result of this consideration is that the wedge force F 

is approximately equivalent to an addit-iorinl tensile stress fF/c. 

Without it, the crack propagation condition would have the Griffith 

form eq. (l); if the wedge force is applied, the condition becomes 

a + fF/c«-y-s: 

or 

(6) 

Fig. 7 shows 0* plotted as a function cf the crack length c 

for several values of the wedge force F.  With F - 0, the square- 

root hyperbola representing the Griffith eq. (1) results:  with 

increasing values of the wedge forcti, the curves F - const, move 

saw WSM *MNM 
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down' ards.  All curves except that for F = 0 have a maximum at a 

value cf c determined by 

- •» 

c~' -     c" 

hence, 

d<r /do = -* -f^'* 3 = 0 , 

If this is introduced into (6), the value of <T at the 

maximum Is obtained as 

JCg,   Eg    Eg . . 
m * 2fF "  4fF    4fF W 

The curves F = const, intersect the abscissa axis before riBing 

to the maximum.  The point of intersection represents the length to 

which a crack can be driven be a wedge force alone, without an applied 

tension; eq. (6) and Fig. 7, therefore, include a crude theory of 

knife penetration into e. large solid block. According to eq. (7), 

a finite wedge force can cause finite penetration only, if th9 block 

is infinitely large.  It is remarkable that the crack length pro- 

duced by a wedge increases with the wedge force.  The longer the 

crack, therefore, the greater the wedge force necessary to prop- 

agate it further; infinitesimally short cracks can be extended with 

infinitesimally small wedge fc.'ceB.  This behavior, however natural, 

is contrary to the mental nabit acquired in the Griffith theory where 

large cracks were easier to propagate. 

Suppose now that a constant ter.Bile stress is applied to the 

plate and a wedge is gradually pressed into the crack; the wedge 

fores should be capable of increasing to a certain maximum amount 

M>«*aauM» 
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but not beyond thic. Lot the applied stress correspond to the 

level of th« dashed line in Fig. 7, and let it be assumed that the 

initial length of the erack is the abscissa of the point P.  If 

9       2 
the maximum possible wedge force is such that fF = 0.75 . 10 dyne/cm 

(see Fig. 7), it can extend the crack to the point Q, but not more. 

9       2 
If, however, the wedge force can be increased to 1.10 dyne/cm , 

9       2 
the point M at the maximum of the curve fF = 10 dyne/cm can be 

reached. Any further extension of the crack would take place at a 

decreasing wedge force; consequently, the maximum of a curve 

F =• conBt. is a point of instability at whicn crack propagation 

under falling wedge force and thus fracture can take place. It 

does net take place under all circumstances, but only if the force 

applied to the v/edge is always maintained at, or above, the value 

corresponding to the F = const, curve that goes through the point 

of which the ordinate is the applied tensile stress and the abscissa 

the current value of the crack length. When this representative 

point arrives at the Griffith hyperbola (point R), the wedge force 

may disappear, and the applied stress alouo is capable of contiii'diug 

the propagation of the crack. 

A remarkable point ia that the length of the initial crack does 

not matter ai» all if only it 1B shorter than the abscissa at the 

maximum of the F sr const, curve of which the horizontal representing 

the applied nt-re^a in a tangent. Under this condition, the minimum 

fracture stress for a given wedge force is quite independent cf the 

length of the initial crack. 

So far, only crack propagation in a fully brittle material 

has benp considered.  Can the rssultB be applied to normally ductile 
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but notch-brittle steels after replacing toe surface ernergy  3   "ay 

Che plastic surface work p?     In title  way,  eq.   (6/ would beccsse 

and. eqs.   (?) and (6) weald change into 

and. 

^_ =    ia (Sa) 

Tine preceding1 considerations have led to the view that law carbon 

steal .has two alternative crack propagation, condition*. Bse first 

applies, to a crack at rest; it gives the "starting stress" required 

for setting it ic notion. The second applies to a rapidly extending 

crack; it gives the "driving stress1* necessary for maintaining the 

velocity of propagation. The driving' stress is the applied stress 

needed for producing at the tip of the crack a small plastically 

deforced region in which the local stress rises to the value of 

the cleavage strength by the combined action, of the high rate of 

defores.ties 'and of a (relatively small) trlaxiality of tension. ?hs 

crack starting stress, on the other hand* has. to produce a higher 

plastic constraint because, in th*» absence of a high strain rate. 

the triaxiality of tension alone has to raise the stress to the 

flanyM» level* for this Borpoes. it has to indsscs plastic defcrsstlss 

.in a region of greater radios. In view of Seober's theorem {Section 1), 

therefore, the two oropa/ration conditions differ nainly in that the 

starting condition deatands the creation of a larger region of clastic 

deformation.  This requires & higher value of true applied straws, 
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because, according to Neuber, the tip radius of the equivalent 

crack io the TRirely elastic tsmtm  Csse Section 1) is then grater 

aad so the stress concentration, factor for a crack cf given length 

ls«a.r, whereas the stress that Most be reacced at tee tip of the 

crack is eqaal to toe cleavage strength "both for the resting and 

for the coving crack. 

It can ba shown that the Griffith type ens. (1) and (2) are 

equivalent to conditions deasanding the attainment of a critical 

(3) fracture stress at the tip of the crwck       ;   instead of using atoaic 

quantities   seen as  ths  tip radius  of a cleavage crack and the mole- 

cular cohesion,  they express the saae propagation condition In terws 

of macroscopic quantities  (Young's no*>ilus S and the specific work 

of crack vail formation   flt orp}.    That the starting of a crack 

requires amre extensive plastic deformations than its furt"-er prop- 

agation will 'be reflected in a Meier value for p in eqs-   (6a). 

(7a), and (to) when these equations are q8&& for obtaining the 

9 Z starting condition;   instead of the value of 2.10    erg/cs , valid 

for the running crack,  the: .-iagnitade of p «sy be 10 or 50 tines 

higher when the crack is being started,    this means that the Griffith 

hyperbola In Fig. 7 will be raised by a factor of,   say, 3 to-7, and 

the carves   <r = <r (c) for F ar const,  will rise hy the sane amount 

.as the corresponding points of the Griffith curve because the 
I 
* difference between the ordinatrss of the latter and those of the 

I former (sea eq.   (6)) is fi/c,   i.e.,   independent of p.     Sqs,   (7a) 

I | and (Sa>  show that the abscissa of the aiaximnn, of the <r — c carve 
I 
t will be smaller, and the value «• of the aaxlani larger. This 
» 

swans, according to Fig. 7, that the crack requires for storting 
I 
r 
| 

' 
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kighei raliie* of the wedge force, or of the teasile  stress,  or both, 

tin fir its further propagation after it has .gathered spaed.    In 

other word*, even with the use of a wedge a starting difficulty 

has to be arer«*nt»e. and the comhinatiuns of tensile stress and 

wedge force needed for starting the  crack are as a rule ouch more 

powerful than is necessary for its subsequent propagation. 

This raises the qsestiss whether the use of a wsdgs ispeuc-t 

eas. really fulfill its intended parpoM of serdine a running eraek 

into the plate which would propagate or stop according to whether 

the applied tensile stree«* is eb<u»e cr below the value of the 

driving stress.    The hope that this woul«_ be possible was based on 

the slnple picture the* ttes vedge iapcct would s?aft the crack, 

give it a sufficiently-high Telocity,  and  ihen disappear before the 

initial crack length would increase significantly.    Fig. 7, howarey# 

shows  chat  this is far fron being true.    The wedge force amst act 

until tne crack .ha? r-ached the critical length at which the applied 

stress a3aci* can propagate it  (point B in Irig. 7^.    fnis critical 

length*  however,   is  in general isuch greater than the  initial length 

of the crack:    with the value p =• 2*10    erg/caa   valid for the running 

crack and the tensile stress of 10.000 psi S 6*2  .  10° dyne/ca , 

eq.   (2) fives 

2-2 > IP12 .  2-'' 

475  .  10 

«.   So        Z'Z - TXT    .  2-10      .     _ _  _ _  . r_% =  J«j -     -jip    =    9*3 c»»3.6 in-     19) 

If the initial crack is shorter,  it has to be extended to this 

lengtf? by the combined action of the vedge force and the applied 

tension, before  the latter cast take over alone.     If the vedge ispact 

-" 
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is not powerful encigh, the applied tension must be increased in 

order to take cv«r the propagation of the shorter crack that the 

wedge is capable of producing.  If the impact is stronger, however, 

it does set follow necessarily that It car. create & 1 eager crack 

which thee, can be driven by a lower stress. An important factor it 

the duration of tfco impact. If the weige fcrcs disappears between 

K and E in Fig, 7, the crack lessgth produced is Issa than at 3t» 

f^nd tine crack seeds fir its propagation a higher stress. 

The ess^iiicae of the wcage intact experiment are, then, far 

aiors complex than was anticipated when smch experiments were planned. 

First, rue wedge force may change the Isngth of the Initial crack 

drastically before it disappears ana leases It to the plate stress 

to propagate tts craek. Unfortunately the driving stress cannot 

us obtai&ed unless the length of the crack at the so"=ent of the 

disappearance of the wedge force is known, and this can at present 

only be estimated, as in eq. (9), from a value of p obtained else— 

where-.  Second, at the sicsneat when the wedge force vanishes the 

crack has a kinetic «nargy which way extend it farther, so that 

there may be a substantial increase of the crack length before the 

applied stress takes -.ner the propagation. "Ihira, the load of *:he 

testing machine drops by relaxation as the crack opens op before 

it reaches the take—over length: at the isonent when, the applisd, 

stress takes over the propsgat* on, therefore, both the leigth ox the 

crack and the current value of the neon tensile stress are unknown: 

both any be very different from the initial values of c and c » 

unless a radical improvement of the expsrlnental method, can bo 
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Hasrachuaotts Institute of Technology and M. Gensumer at Columbia 

University; and i'vom  research work carried out under the Office 

of Naval Research Contract No. lfoori-07870 'by the author and his 

associates in the Materials Division, Department of Mechanical 

Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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